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Swiss companies Swiss Eco Line and Bagno Sasso Mobili
are showcasing the art of design and sustainability in
participating in the restoration project of a 15th century
historical monument.
Bagno Sasso Mobili, founded in 1995 by Rolf Senti, focuses on luxurious design ideas
and product for exclusive bathrooms, retreats and homes. Their unique range of
products have been awareded with the GOOD DESIGN for the wooden tub "Ocean
Sailor" and the REDDOT DESIGN AWARD for their concrete sink "Wedge".
Rolf Senti, CEO of Bagno Sasso Mobili, launched his second company Swiss Eco Line.
The company develops water- and energy efficient products for bathroom and wellness
areas with their sensor faucets Swiss Eco Tap to reduce water consumtion by 90% and
drop energy consumption to zero. Swiss Eco Tap is the winner of the prestigious 2015
Chicago GREEN GOOD DESIGN Award for the most environmentally friendly water
faucet.
The creative minds behind Bagno Sasso Mobili and Swiss Eco Line are the same. Their
focus is directed to bringing style to the bathroom - and sustainability.
Bagno Sasso Mobili and Swiss Eco Line had recently been chosen by Swiss architects
Blumenthal & Capaul to participate in the renovation of a Swiss landmark. Integrating
contemporary design, functionality and sustainability into the historical space had been
the core criteria. The Blumenthal & Capaul project was awarded with the 2015
Constructive Alps, the International prize for most sustainable renovation and new
building in the Alps.
www.swissecoline.com
www.bagnosasso.ch
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Swiss Eco Line AG is a Swiss company located in Chur / Grisons. The Swiss Eco
Line AG is supported by a team of investors from science, business, engineers and
architects, and is run by Rolf Senti with the aim to promote the innovation of water- and
energy efficient products. For more Information: swissecoline.com
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